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The Carl Zeiss projector which served for over 26 years has
paved way for its new generation off spring ZKP4. This is the
opto-mechanical part of the hybrid system that is being
installed now in the sky theatre to give a very realistic night
sky environment. This will be supported by digital
projectors which will fill the entire hemisphere with
animations and immersive visualizations. As is well known
we have been producing the sky theatre shows all along
and the digital projection system adds to the flexibility in
enriching the immersive experience. The advantages of the
hybrid projector can be exploited to fulfill the demands of
the computer savvy visitors. The new system will be
launched shortly.

Nuclear Energy – A Primer
- Lokanathan S
Nuclear fission is a reaction in which the nucleus of a heavy
element breaks up into smaller nuclei. A typical example is:

releasing an energy of about 200 MeV. To get a feel, about
1 g of U completely undergoing fission in a day would yield 1
MW of power. Spontaneous fission, however, is a rare
process! Thus 238U (with 92 protons and 146 neutrons) has
235
a half life of 4 billion years! Some nuclei, like U may be
INDUCED to fission promptly by absorbing a neutron. It is
this process that forms the basis for generating nuclear
239
233
energy. Two other nuclei, Pu 92 (plutonium) and U92 are
other nuclei that can be induced to fission. Such elements
235
are called FISSILE. Only U92 occurs in nature and that too is
only 0.7 per cent of natural uranium, the rest is 238U. The
239
233
other two Pu and U have to be produced artificially
from naturally occurring elements by BREEDING. Such
elements, starters for breeding fissile elements are called
FERTILE.
Atomic nuclei do not occur in arbitrary proportions of
neutrons and protons. Roughly, the ratio N/Z (where N is
the number of neutrons and Z the number of protons)
increases from 1 in light nuclei to about 1.6 in heavy nuclei.
Omitting details, broadly there are two forces in a nucleus,
attractive forces that bind ALL particles (often called
Nucleons, i.e. neutrons and protons) and repulsive
electrical forces that act only on protons. In very heavy
nuclei the repulsive force is sometimes sufficient to send
the nucleus apart somewhat like a small drop of water
breaking up into even tuner droplets. Indeed that analogy
was built into a useful Liquid Drop Model of the nucleus
that could, among others, explain aspects of fission.
When a large nucleus undergoes fission to smaller
fragments, the appropriate N/Z ratio for them is LESS than
the 1.6 of the 'parent' nucleus. In a fission reaction then the
fragments are often beta active, i.e. the nucleus converts a
neutron to a proton to rectify the count! Also, often free
neutrons are emitted in the fission carrying the bulk of the
energy. In a reactor (which is designed to use this energy)
the fission fragments are a 'poison' and one could
conceivably remove them systematically. But that that is
difficult especially if you do not want to shut down the

reactor. A much better option is to breed new fuel while
using the energy produced. This then is the basis for the
long term nuclear program of the DAE in India. BREEDING
nuclear fuel is sophisticated technology. But the basic idea
is not dissimilar to surrounding a coal fire with 'wet coal'
which then becomes useful fuel. The energetic neutrons
produced in the nuclear reactors thus serve several
purposes. They have to induce more fission to sustain a
chain reaction. Usually, the fast neutrons are not as
effective as SLOW neutrons in inducing fission. Thus the
neutrons are slowed down in some reactors (not in Fast
breeders).
The best material to slow down is hydrogen in some form water is an obvious choice. But the hydrogen in water will
absorb the neutrons (removing them from their fission
duty). Heavy water, where the heavier deuterium replaces
hydrogen, is a better choice. The energy transferred from
the slowed down neutrons to the coolant can then be used
for generating electricity. In this case the heavy water acts
both as a moderator AND a coolant, (There are reactors
where the two may be different). In a Breeder reactor,
neutrons have yet another important function. They are
needed to convert fertile elements to fissile ones.
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Reactors require four basic components.
1. A core containing the Fuel.
2. A moderator to slow neutrons (not in fast breeders).
3. A coolant that can serve to transport the heat energy for
use - usually converted to electrical energy.
4. A device to control the fission rate; i.e. control rods
which can absorb neutrons removing them from fission
chain.
(There are many other components necessary for a reactor
which we have omitted here for discussion here).
All nuclear energy programs will need natural uranium (or
enriched) in the first stage. India has rather little useful
uranium and has to rely on imports. On the other hand,
India does have a large share of the global Thorium reserves
(about a quarter) which can serve as fertile fuel for her long
term needs. This then is the thrust of the 3 stage nuclear
energy program envisaged by the DAE of India. The first
stage will use natural uranium as fuel in Pressurised Heavy
Water reactors (PHWRs). ('Pressurised' so that it does not
boil). Some of the uranium will be converted to useful fuel,
the process is:

enriched (more fission) which implies that the energy
evolves quickly and in a small volume - i.e. the power
density will be very large. It will be necessary for safety and
for use to remove the energy efficiently and quickly by the
coolant. Liquid metals that flow easily (low viscosity) and
have a high boiling point are best and research has shown
that liquid sodium is a good choice. But it does pose
problems since it can react explosively with Oxygen. Thus
the environment in the cooling system must be kept free of
oxygen. Another important difference is that unlike a
thermal reactor, a 'melt down' - if it does occur in an
accident - will bring the fuel elements closer, increasing the
chain reaction leading to an explosion. Thus FBRs demand
a high safety standard.
Let us now return to the reactions.
When enough plutonium is available reactors will use a mix
of plutonium and thorium to breed 233U. The basic
reactions are:
232

Th90 + n
233

U92

233

233

Th91

Pa91
Fig 3
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In the third stage reactors will use U as the fuel to produce
energy as well as to breed more 233 U as fuel from Thorium.
There is a basic reason why the 3 stage program requires a
minimum time frame apart from delays in procuring needs
and solving technical problems. Breeding new fuel takes
time. A useful measure is DOUBLING TIME, the time
required for producing an amount of new fuel equal to the
amount fed in. This does depend on the type of fuel used
and design but roughly may require several decades.
The PWHRs can produce about 1000 MW each. The Pu
generated, mixed with uranium will form the fuel for the
Second stage. Although, as mentioned, fast neutrons are
not as efficient in producing more fission, they are more
easily captured by 238U to breed more plutonium. Thus the
second stage reactors will NOT use moderators and will be
FAST breeders (Fast refers to the role of fast neutrons - not
how quickly they will breed new fuel!).

This, as the title suggests, is an elementary introduction to
a topic that has complex Scientific, Technological,
Economic and other aspects!

FBR works best when compact. Neutrons should not be lost
or slowed down and should have a high chance of hitting a
target in the fuel. It is thus necessary that the fuel is
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REAPers Speak

Whose time is it anyway?
-Amar Vutha
Time and tide wait for no one, goes the old proverb. Yet, we
humans have worked hard to adjust and standardize the
passing of time. Anyone who has stayed awake at odd
hours, to watch a live telecast of a distant cricket match, will
be aware of the different time zones that exist around the
world. These time zones are a rough approximation to local
solar time, their purpose being to allow everyone in the
world the luxury of having the sun rise at a sensible time
according to their own clocks. The time in each of these
zones is obtained by adding or subtracting a fixed number
of hours from a global standard time, called Coordinated
Universal Time (UTC).
If we think of time as a number on a real line, the various
time zones just mean that people across the world use
different origins for their time. However the scale, or the
ticks on the line, are uniformly standardized according to
UTC. The standardization of time is important stuff.
Originally, in the late 1800s, it allowed trains in Europe to
run according to a centrally fixed time table, and enabled
train networks to expand over large areas without being
affected by the vagaries of local sunrise and sunset. Today,
obscene amounts of money are traded within milliseconds
in the stock exchanges of the world, and all of these trades
are enabled by standardized time. At the other end of the
materialistic spectrum, even astronomers use UTC for
figuring out right ascensions and deciding where to point
their telescopes.
Once upon a time, the rotation of the earth around its axis
formed the basis of a universal time scale. But the earth is
an unsteady platform: it quivers and shakes, and
everything from earthquakes to tides makes the earth's
rotation rate speed up or slow down. While these effects
may seem to be negligibly small, they become extremely
significant when time scales need to be accurate to better
than a part per billion (around 30 milliseconds per year).
Therefore, today, the basis for UTC is a global network of
atomic clocks maintained at a number of national
laboratories around the world (including the National
Physical Laboratory in New Delhi). Briefly, this is how an
atomic clock works. Atoms are resonators – they absorb
and emit light at fixed frequencies. In an atomic clock, the
frequency of an electromagnetic oscillator (e.g., a laser) is
constantly tuned using electronic circuits, so that the light

that it emits is always exactly on resonance with a chosen
atomic transition. Macroscopic objects like lasers or
microwave oscillators, if left to themselves, produce
electromagnetic waves whose frequency is easily
perturbed, and tends to waver. Atoms on the other hand (if
we make a judicious choice for which atom, and which
resonance we use) can have a resonant frequency which is
highly stable, repeatable, and reproducible anywhere in
the world. The periodic electromagnetic waves generated
by the oscillator, after it is stabilized to an atomic
resonance, are the ticks of an atomic clock. Readers
interested in learning more about clocks and timekeeping
can find more details in [1]. A globally agreed-upon
standard atomic clock is called a frequency standard. It
defines the units of time and frequency in our system of
units. Within the last decade, atomic clocks have
undergone a quiet revolution, and have become around a
hundred times better than they used to be. This is largely
due to advances in the techniques of constructing stable
lasers and measuring their frequencies. Today's best
atomic clocks are accurate to 1 part in 1018 (one in a
“quintillion”!). And these clocks are now so good that they
have exposed a gaping flaw in our beautiful construction of
standard time and frequency.
The flaw in all this is that we have ignored gravity. As
General Relativity tells us, gravity squishes and stretches
time and space (or rather, gravity is the squishing and
stretching of time and space due to masses). The effect of
gravity on time can be summed up in a rhyme: clocks that
are lower, run slower. Gravity is weak: near the earth's
surface, raising a clock by 10 cm makes it run faster by only
about 1 part in 1017. However, atomic clocks are now 10
times more accurate than this, and so they can easily
resolve such small differences in clock rates. (See [2] for a
beautiful experimental demonstration of this effect.) If we
want to standardize clocks across the world, we have to
correct the frequency of each atomic clock in each national
laboratory for these gravitational effects, depending on
their respective locations. If we want a global frequency
standard that is accurate to w the relative heights of each of
these atomic clocks to better than 1 cm. This is a tall order,
since our planet has itself never been surveyed to an
accuracy of better than a metre. Yet, even if the
geographers of the world improve the accuracy of their
surveys by a factor of a hundred, this still doesn't solve the
problem. The reference with respect to which geographers
measure heights is a fictitious surface called the geoid, a
reference gravitational equi-potential surface. (You can
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think of it as a better version of the concept of a “mean sea
level”.) But the geoid itself changes over time, because the
earth's mass distribution changes, due to effects like tides,
and the melting of glaciers. Clocks have become so
accurate that they are no longer good for keeping time – all
that they can do is tell us about height differences on the
surface of our wobbly planet. Even if we could solve all of
these problems by some stroke of magic, a proper
consideration of gravity implies that any earth-based time
scale will never really be universal. Even if it wasn't for the
earth's gravity, clocks would still slow down differently at
different places in the sun's gravitational potential, in the
galaxy's gravitational potential, and so on. Universal time
just doesn't make sense. (Of course, this is old news to
general relativists everywhere, who take a more libertarian
view of matters such as timekeeping.)
So what can we do with our poor, precise atomic clocks?
Since they are so sensitive to gravitational effects, perhaps
we can turn the problem around, and use these clocks to
study gravity. Remarkably, it turns out that atomic clocks
can be used to construct gravitational wave telescopes [3].
A gravitational wave passing between a pair of clocks
makes one of them appear to run alternately faster and
slower (as the wave oscillates) compared to the other.
You may be familiar with the recent discovery of
gravitational waves, observed by the LIGO optical
interferometers. These were waves with a frequency of
around a hundred hertz, emitted by black holes merging
together. However, just as there are electromagnetic waves
over a range of different frequencies (from radio waves at
the low end to gamma rays at the high end), there is also an
entire spectrum of gravitational waves. The waves
measured by LIGO are near the high end of the gravitational
wave spectrum. But there is an undiscovered world of lowfrequency gravitational waves, emitted from objects such
as binary stars, black holes and possibly even the afterglow
of the early universe. A network of atomic clocks on
satellites can detect such low frequency gravitational
waves, in the micro-hertz to milli-hertz frequency band. In
my research group, we are trying to build portable atomic
clocks for precisely such experiments.
The physics of timekeeping is at an interesting crossroads
today, where a century's worth of technological
improvements have brought clocks to the reckoning
against a century-old theory of gravity. We may find that
some interesting science and technology emerges from
this confrontation. Time will tell.
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Lunar Eclipse as indicator of
Atmospheric Parameters
- Yuvraj Harsha Sreedhar & B.S. Shylaja
Historically, human myths considered the lunar eclipse to
be a bad omen, but scientifically, this boon and beautiful
event can convey a myriad amount of information about
the Earth's atmospheric contents. The geometry of this

phenomena lets the display of sunlight reflect, refract and
scatter (and absorb) by the Earth's atmosphere in a
colourful way. The wavelength dependence of the
phenomenon gets highlighted in the shadow devoid of
direct sunlight. The disc of the Moon serves as a screen for
the shadow with varying brightness and colour. The central
region of the shadow is referred as the Umbra, that is dark,
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while the outer, being reasonably brighter (compared to
the Umbra) is called the Penumbra.
The combined effect of scattering of sunlight off the Earth's
stratosphere (including the Rayleigh scattering) and
absorption by the Ozone present different colours of the
Umbral and Penumbral lunar shadows{\cite{6}}. This, in
effect, results in an extinction of light that makes Moon to
appear copper red during passage through the umbra. On
the other hand, the passage through the penumbral region
depicts higher contribution of the sunlight (and smaller
interaction with the Earth's atmospheric particles); the
Moon appears brighter and less redder than in umbra. The
Moon's passage through this is barely recognisable owing
to the small difference.

The concentration of these aerosols in the stratosphere are
greatly altered by activities like volcanic eruptions and
meteor showers. Volcanic eruptions are known to inject
SO2 and ash in the upper troposphere and lower
stratosphere, where the SO2 turns into H2SO4 and are lifted
up by high altitude winds to float in the upper stratosphere
for months to years, hence, affecting the eclipses for that
period. The presence of ash and burnt biomass, due to
large wildfires, in the upper stratosphere are also known to
be the causes for the darkening of the eclipsed Moon
{Ref7}, first noted by Kepler. This aspect of the aerosols
emphasise their importance in studying exoplanets.

Since the umbral shadow traces signature of elements,
associated with life, of different layers of the Earth's
stratospheric and dense tropospheric layers, and aerosols,
a spectral analysis of this umbral region would then reflect
these atmospheric contents at a given period of time. Thus,
spectra of different lunar eclipses provide us a gauge for
measuring differences in the aerosol contents. Our aim is to
observe varying concentration of these biomarkers and
aerosols in our spectral analysis.

This work has been inspired by the earlier works {ref
1,2,3,4,5,10,11}, wherein we compare our analysis with
two lunar eclipse events, in March 2007 and June 2011
from our collection, ref. 9 in particular has observations
from VBT, Kavalur.
It should be noted that these tracers of biomarkers and
atmospheric constituents, like oxygen, water vapour,
methane, carbon dioxide, are masked by the phenomenon
of Rayleigh scattering, while being prominent at shorter
wavelength radiation; longer wavelengths thus are markers
of the presence of clouds and aerosols.

Both, 3 March 2007 and 15 June 2011, of our observations
were conducted at the 2m Himalayan Chandra Telescope
(HCT) at Hanle using the Hanle Faint Object Spectrogram
Camera (HFOSC). The slit positions for these observations
are shown in the Figure 2 with six positions of March 2007
in red and 4positions of June 2011 in yellow. The exposure
times range from 120 to 600 s, for the outer penumbra to
darker umbra regions, respectively; the spectra covers
5000 - 9000 Å with a resolution of 1.3 Å.For the eclipse of
March 2007, two simultaneous observation were
performed, one from the 2m Hanle telescope, as detailed
above, and the other, from the 1m telescope at (VBO)
Kavalur, with an idea to analyse the spectral changes as
seen from different latitudes (Kavalur and Hanle). Poor
weather conditions, at Kavalur, rendered extremely noisy
spectra preventing this investigation.
The observed spectra were reduced in the standard
manner to correct for bias and dispersion, and wavelength
calibration was done using a set of Iron-Neon arc spectra.
Two umbral spectra of the eclipse event in 2007 and 2011
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are shown with main elements and biomarkers labelled in
Figure 3. The striking feature is the total absence of the
continuum in the blue region; in other words, they are the
extracted spectra of the atmosphere alone. Figure 4 shows
all the observed spectra for different slit positions, shown in
Figure 2, identified by their corresponding numbers.
During the lunar eclipse, the most maximum refraction
occurs through the lowest strata (ground level); quite
naturally it provides the strongest signatures of Earth's
atmospheric elements {ref 12}, especially the aerosols. To
capture these signatures, we performed spectral
comparison, in the best possible way from the central
regions of the Moon (shown by topmost spectra) to the
outermost (bottom). We observe absorption features
resulting from ozone (O3), water vapour (H2O), and
molecular oxygen. In addition, we also note effects of
enhanced reflectivity resulting from Rayleigh and aerosol
scattering, both weak and strong line features. Our analysis
is based on inspection of umbral and penumbral spectra
separately, instead of their ratio, to note direct fingerprints
of elements. The difference in the two spectra thus tell us
of the difference in the aerosols content. The marginal
difference can be attributed to the preceding volcanic
eruption (December 2006).

Close inspection of our spectra reveal absorption features
of singly ionised Ca II atoms at 8498, 8542 and 8662 Å.
These calcium features originate at the upper layers of the
Earth's atmosphere{\cite{8}}. Calcium forms fifth most
abundant element in our planet's crust and the sixth most
abundant on both, crust and the atmosphere. Because we
are analysing the umbral and penumbral spectra
separately, we are able to see these Calcium-II absorption
features, which would not be apparent if we would have
considered umbra and penumbra ratio. Another important
line which we would have missed is the strong Hα line, the
signature solar atomic transition line, at 6582Å. Even with
our low resolution spectra, biomarkers and aerosol
signatures during 2007 and (the weak lines of) 2011
eclipses can be distinctly observed.
The neutral atomic resonance doublet of sodium (Na I) is
embedded in a strong and broad absorption feature due to
van der Waals molecules (also referred as dimers{\cite{8}}),
ozone and Rayleigh scattering. We are able to observe only
the core of the doublet, that is detected at 5898 Å, notably
in the June 2011 umbral spectrum. While in 2007, the Na I
bump lies almost flat.

Strong absorption features produced by molecular oxygen,
oxygen collision complexes (O4 by combination of O2.O2{ref
8} and including collisions between O2 at 6280, 6900, 7650
Å can be seen in either dataset. However, the strength of
theseO2 lines are prominently visible in March 2007 eclipse,
than in 2011. TheO4 absorption feature makes a good tool
for understanding the trajectory, estimation of aerosol and
multiple scattering{ref 13}}. These oxygen collision
complexes in combination with other molecular oxygen
bands can be used for the estimation of atmospheric N2
column density, that forms the major atmospheric
component (~78% by volume) and still lacks any marked
electronic line features.
Variation in the composition of water vapour (H2O) at 7200
Å and at 9100 Å can be observed between the 2007 and
2011 eclipses which can be directly attributed to the
season. A similar variation can also be seen in the
absorption features in the umbral and penumbral regions,
that signifies the amount in different layers of Earth's
atmosphere. The combination of features by water vapour
in the optical waveband with SO2 from Ultra-Violet and
Infra-Red can offer approximate estimation of acidic H2SO4,
a stratospheric aerosol by-product of volcanic eruptions{
ref10}}.

In conclusion, we observe some major and minor
atmospheric components, either vividly or weakly, in our
collection of transmission spectra. For an in-depth analysis
of the atmospheric composition and extension to a general
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case of a rocky planet with atmosphere and to gaseous
exoplanets, we need a comparison with radiative transfer
models and high-resolution transmission spectral analysis.
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The Strength of Smallness

-K K Kutty

The planetarium has just completed its 25 years of
existence and on this occasion we have indeed made few
celebrations though quietly. We have launched our
quarterly newsletter 'BASELINE' too. Planetarium never
made any of its celebrations quite pompous. As usual it was
quiet affairs. That is the specialty of our planetarium which
is managed by a very few dedicated people to handle its
variety of activities. Ideas are originated right here and
these are implemented in a meticulous and timely manner.
Be it the 'Science in Action', 'workshop for teachers',
'eclipse watch', 'know your stars' or the 'week-end classes'
- in every activity we have a special way of doing things.
Visitors have complimented that the 'sky theatre' shows
are mesmerizing. Of course we have always risen to
occasion and the technical staff has always seen to it that
the public and student community are not disappointed.
They are ready to conduct the shows irrespective of the
need to come early hours or late evening hours without an
iota of hesitation.
The same attitude can be seen in tackling the complicated
astronomical questions by students and general public.
Even managing work as mundane as supervision of the
public toilets cleaning goes on with the same commitment.
We have small and big civil works needing attention from us
–though no specialist is available in JNP for this. We have
made it possible to redesign our telescope observatory
dome along with a catwalk, improvements in our science
park adding exciting models which the public and students
love. And finally we are in for up-gradation of the
projectors, with a hybrid projection system now. This again
has been handled with a cult like devotion. One can be
confident that the planetarium is in the safest hands of
these small number of dedicated and committed people.
Let us wish these committed people the very best to see the
planetarium coming out in a newer form when the new
system becomes operational.
K K Kutty, The Administrative Officer,
implemented a good number of measures
to improve the administration in spite of
the limitation on the number of personnel
available.

